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Language model (LM) pre-training has proven
useful for a wide variety of language processing
tasks, but can such pre-training be leveraged for
more general machine learning problems? We
investigate the effectiveness of language modeling to scaffold learning and generalization in autonomous decision-making. We describe a framework for imitation learning in which goals and observations are represented as a sequence of embeddings, and translated into actions using a policy
network initialized with a pre-trained transformer
LM. We demonstrate that this framework enables
effective combinatorial generalization across different environments, such as VirtualHome and
BabyAI. In particular, for test tasks involving
novel goals or novel scenes, initializing policies
with language models improves task completion
rates by 43.6% in VirtualHome. We hypothesize
and investigate three possible factors underlying
the effectiveness of LM-based policy initialization. We find that sequential representations (vs.
fixed-dimensional feature vectors) and the LM objective (not just the transformer architecture) are
both important for generalization. Surprisingly,
however, the format of the policy inputs encoding
(e.g. as a natural language string vs. an arbitrary
sequential encoding) has little influence. Together,
these results suggest that language modeling induces representations that are useful for modeling
not just language, but also goals and plans; these
representations can aid learning and generalization even outside of language processing.

1. Introduction
In recent years, language models (LMs) trained on opendomain text corpora have come to play a central role in
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machine learning approaches to natural language processing
tasks (Devlin et al., 2018). This includes tasks that are
not purely linguistic, and additionally require nontrivial
planning and reasoning capabilities: for example, visionlanguage navigation (Majumdar et al., 2020; Fried et al.,
2018; Suglia et al., 2021), instruction following (Zhang &
Chai, 2021; Hill et al., 2020), and visual question answering
(Tsimpoukelli et al., 2021). Indeed, some of these tasks
are so remotely connected to language modeling that it is
natural to ask whether pre-trained language models can be
used as a general framework for different tasks, even for
tasks that involve no language at all—and if so, how these
capabilities might be accessed in a model trained only to
process and generate natural language strings.
In this paper, we study these questions through the lens
of embodied decision-making, investigating the effectiveness of LM pre-training as a general framework for learning
policies across a variety of environments. As shown in Figure 1 (right), we encode the inputs to a policy—including
observations, goals, and history—as a sequence of embeddings. These embeddings are passed to a policy network
initialized with the parameters of a pre-trained LM, which
is fine-tuned to predict actions. This framework is generic,
accommodating goals and environment states represented
as natural language strings, image patches, or scene graphs.
We find that using pre-trained LMs as policy initializers
improves in-domain performance and enables several forms
of strong generalization over tasks. For i.i.d. training and
evaluation tasks, we find that this approach yields 20% more
successful policies than other baseline methods in the VirtualHome environment (Puig et al., 2018; 2020). For combinatorial generalization to out-of-distribution tasks, i.e. tasks
involving new combinations of goals, states or objects, we
find that LM pre-training confers even more benefits: it improves task completion rates by 43.6% for tasks involving
novel goals. These results hold for a variety of environment
representations: encoding states as natural language strings,
when possible, improves the data-efficiency of training, but
even LMs fine-tuned on random environment encodings
generalize combinatorially to new goals and states when
trained on large enough datasets.
We hypothesize and investigate three possible factors un-
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Figure 1. Left: Environments. Different environments are featured by different types of observations, goals, and histories. For example,
VirtualHome has graph partial observations and its goals are specified by a set of goal predicates while BabyAI has grid partial observation
and language goals. Right: Overview of the proposed method. We propose to use pre-trained language models as a general framework
for interactive decision-making by converting all policy inputs into sequential data. Such a framework enables effective combinatorial
generalization to novel tasks.

derlying the effectiveness of language modeling for generalization in policy learning: (1) input encoding scheme;
(2) sequential input representations; and (3) parameter pretraining. We investigate (1) by encoding the environment
as different types of sequences. Different input encoding
schemes have only a negligible impact on model performance: the effectiveness of language modeling is not limited
to utilizing natural strings, but in fact extends to arbitrary
sequential encodings. We investigate (2) by encoding observations with a single vector embedding, thereby removing
its sequential structure. This operation significantly hurts
the model’s performance on novel tasks. Finally, we investigate (3) by learning the parameters of the policy network
from scratch. The success rate on novel tasks after removing
the pre-trained LM weights drops by 11.2%.
To summarize, our work has four main contributions. First,
we propose to use pre-trained language models as a general framework for interactive decision-making across a
variety of environments by converting all policy inputs into
sequential data. Second, the proposed method demonstrates
that language modeling improves combinatorial generalization in policy learning: initializing a policy with a
pre-trained LM substantially improves out-of-distribution
performance on novel tasks. Third, we build a new dataset
for evaluating embodied decision-learning that utilizes the
VirtualHome environment. The new dataset presents challenging tasks in complex 3D environments, and provides
several test sets for evaluating a model’s ability to generalize
to novel scenes and novel tasks. Finally, we perform several
analyses to explain the generalization capabilities of pretrained LMs, finding that natural strings are not needed to
benefit from LM pre-training, but the sequential input encoding and weight pre-training are important. These results may
point to the effectiveness of the proposed framework with

pre-trained language models as a general-purpose framework to promote structured generalization in interactive
decision-making applications.

2. Related Work
In recent years, word and sentence representations from
pre-trained LMs (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018;
Radford et al., 2018) have become ubiquitous in natural
language processing, playing a key role in state-of-the-art
models for tasks ranging from machine translation (Zhu
et al., 2020) to task-oriented dialog (Platanios et al., 2021).
Some of the most successful applications of pre-training lie
at the boundary of natural language processing and other
domains, as in instruction following (Hill et al., 2020) and
language-guided image retrieval (Lu et al., 2019). Building on this past work, our experiments in this paper aim
to explain whether these successes result entirely from improved processing of text, or instead from domain-general
representational abilities. Below, we briefly survey existing
applications of pre-training that motivate the current study.
Learning representations of language. From nearly the
earliest days of the field, natural language processing researchers observed that representations of words derived
from distributional statistics in large text corpora serve as
useful features for downstream tasks (Deerwester et al.,
1990; Dumais, 2004). The earliest versions of these representation learning schemes focused on isolated word forms
(Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014). However,
recent years have seen a number of techniques for training (masked or autoregressive) language models to produce
contextualized word representations (which incorporate information neighboring words in sentences and paragraphs)
via a variety of masked-word prediction objectives (Devlin
et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019).
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Applications of pre-trained LMs. In addition to producing useful representations, these language models can be
fine-tuned to perform language processing tasks other than
language modeling by casting those tasks as word-prediction
problems. Successful uses of representations from pretrained models include syntactic parsing (Kitaev et al., 2018)
and language-to-code translation (Wang et al., 2019); successful adaptations of LM prediction heads include machine translation (Zhu et al., 2020), sentiment classification (Brown et al., 2020) and style transfer (Keskar et al.,
2019). Included in these successes are a number of tasks
that integrate language and other modalities, including visual question answering and image captioning (Yang et al.,
2020). In models that condition on both text and image data,
several previous approaches have found that image representations can be injected directly into language models’
embedding layers (Tsimpoukelli et al., 2021). A large body
of recent work has used LM pre-training to scaffold interactive decision-making in text-based games (Yuan et al., 2018;
Narasimhan et al., 2015; Ammanabrolu & Riedl, 2018; Côté
et al., 2018; Yao et al., 2020; 2021) in which both observations and actions are encoded as text.

3.1. Language modeling
Our experiments in this paper focus on autoregressive,
transformer-based language models (Vaswani et al., 2017).
These models are trained to fit a distribution p(y) over a
text sequence y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yn } via the chain rule:
p(y) = p(y1 )

n
Y
i=2

p(yi | y1 , . . . , yi−1 ).

(1)

Each term on the right hand side is parameterized by a
transformer neural network, which accepts the conditioned
tokens as input. Each token passes through a learned embedding layer Fθ , then the full conditioned sequence is fed
into the language model, which refines the representations
of each token while producing a categorical distribution for
the next token. Our experiments utilize a standard language
model, GPT-2, that is trained on a large dataset of web text
(Radford et al., 2018). We use the implementation provided
in the HuggingFace transformers library (Wolf et al.,
2019). In our work, we use the language model to process
the input sequence rather than to predict future tokens.
3.2. POMDPs and Policy Learning

What do LMs encode? The possibility that LMs might
encode non-linguistic information useful for other downstream tasks is suggested by a number of recent “probing”
studies aimed at understanding their predictions and the
structure of their internal representations. Pre-trained LMs
can answer a non-trivial fraction of queries about both factual and common-sense knowledge (Roberts et al., 2020).
Their representations encode information about perceptual
relations among concepts, including visual similarity among
object classes (Ilharco et al., 2020) and the structure of color
spaces (Abdou et al., 2021). Finally, they appear to be capable of basic simulation, modeling changes in entity states
and relations described by text (Li et al., 2021).

Our experiments explore the application of LMs to general
sequential decision-making tasks in partially observed environments. These tasks may be formalized as partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs). A POMDP
is defined by a set of states S, a set of observations O, a
set of actions A, and a transition model T (st+1 |st , at ) that
predicts the next state st+1 based on the current state st and
action at . Importantly, in a POMDP setting, the observation
ot only captures a portion of the underlying state st , and an
optimal decision-making strategy (a policy) must incorporate both the current observation and the previous history
of observations and actions. For experiments in this paper,
policies are parametric models πψ (at+1 |g, ht , ot ) that select
actions given the goals g, history information ht , and partial
observations ot of the current state st .

LM pre-training beyond language Two recent papers
consider questions closely related to the ones investigated
here: (Brown et al., 2020) show that the GPT-3 model is
capable of performing a limited set of arithmetic and string
manipulation tasks; (Lu et al., 2021) show that pre-trained
LMs require very little fine-tuning to match the performance
of task-specific models on several image classification and
numerical sequence processing tasks. In this paper, we focus
on building a general framework for decision-making tasks
using pre-trained LMs.

In Figure 1 (right), we show a high-level overview of the
proposed policy architecture. We first convert all policy
inputs into a sequence and provide them as input to a transformer encoder. Representations from this encoder model
are then passed to a task-specific decoder that predicts actions. All our experiments use imitation learning (Santara
et al., 2017; Ng et al., 2000; Peng et al., 2018), specifically
behavior cloning (Pomerleau, 1991; 1989; Torabi et al.,
2018), to train the policy. We collect a dataset of N expert training trajectories D = {d1 , · · · , dN }, where each
individual trajectory consists of a goal and a sequence of
observations and actions: di = {g i , oi1 , ai1 , · · · , oiTi , aiTi },
where Ti is the length of the trajectory. We then train the
policy to maximize the probability p({ai }N
i=1 |D) of the expert actions ai = {ai1 , . . . , aiTi } across trajectories using

3. Language Modeling and Decision-Making
We begin with a brief review of the ingredients of language
modeling and policy learning tasks used in our experiments.
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the cross-entropy loss:
− ln p({ai }N
i=1 |D) = −

Ti
N X
X
i=1 t=1

ln p(ait+1 |g i , hit , oit ) (2)

where hit represents the history information before time t.
3.3. Language models as policy initializers
Both language modeling and POMDP decision-making are
naturally framed as sequence prediction tasks, where successive words or actions/observations are predicted based
on a sequence of previous words or actions/observations.
This suggests that pre-trained LMs can be used to initialize
POMDP policies by fine-tuning them to model high-reward
or expert trajectories, as described below.

4. Approach
We use the VirtualHome (Puig et al., 2018) and BabyAI
(Hui et al., 2020) environments to evaluate the proposed
method. While both environments feature complex goals,
the nature of these goals, as well as the state and action
sequences that accomplish them, differ substantially across
environments (Figure 1 (left)).
4.1. Environments
VirtualHome is a 3D realistic environment featuring partial
observability, large action spaces, and long time horizons.
It provides a set of realistic 3D homes and objects that can
be manipulated to perform household organization tasks.
Observations in VirtualHome are graphs describing a list
of objects and their relations in the current partial observation. Each object has an object name, a state, e.g. open,
close, clean, and 3D coordinates. The goals are defined as
a set of goal predicates, e.g. “On(apple, table):2;
Inside(milk, fridge):1”. The action at each time
step consists of a verb and 1 object, e.g. “grab” “apple”. We
build on the original environment to create the VirtualHomeImitation Learning dataset using regression planning (Korf,
1987), which features more challenging tasks and more
diverse scenes and objects. (See Appendix B).
BabyAI is a 2D grid world environment designed to evaluate instruction following. Different from VirtualHome,
the observation in BabyAI by default is a grid describing a
partial and local egocentric view of the state of the environment. This grid shows 7 × 7 tiles in the direction the agent
is facing. Each tile contains at most one object, encoded
using 3 integer values: one storing the type of object, one
storing its color, and a state for doors indicating whether it is
open, closed or locked. The goals in BabyAI are described
using language instructions, e.g. “put the blue key next to
the purple ball”. BabyAI has 7 actions, e.g. “turn left”, “pick
up”, and “drop”.
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VirtualHome and BabyAI have quite different observation
spaces, action spaces, and goal spaces; however, we show
that embedding policy inputs as sequences and utilizing
the pre-trained LM as a policy initializer, enables effective
generalization to novel tasks on both environments. We
note that the proposed method is not limited to VirtualHome
and BabyAI, but is straightforwardly applicable to other
embodied environments, such as ALFRED (Shridhar et al.,
2020) and iGibson (Shen et al., 2020).
4.2. Policy Network

We first examine whether pre-trained LMs provide effective
initializers when states and action histories are represented
as natural language strings. We encode the inputs to the
policy—including observations, goals, and action histories—
as sequences of words. These word sequences are passed
to the LM (using its pre-trained word embedding layer Fθ )
and used to obtain contextualized token representations.
These token representations are averaged, and used to predict actions. We design a policy network following the
general policy framework proposed in Figure 1. We use
VirtualHome as an example to show the policy network with
detailed input encoding and task-specific model in Figure 2.
Environment encodings in VirtualHome. In VirtualHome, each goal consists of a sequence of predicates and
multiplicities, and is translated into a templated English sentence (e.g. “Inside(apple, fridge):2” becomes
“put two apples inside the fridge”). To encode the agent’s
partial observation, we extract a list of currently visible
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objects, their states (e.g. “open, clean”), and 3D world coordinates. We use a fully-connected layer to encode the 3D
information and generate a feature representation of each
object in the observation (See Appendix A.1). To encode
history, we store information about all previous actions and
convert them into templated English sentences (e.g. “I have
put the plate on the kitchen table and the apple inside the
fridge”).
Environment encodings in BabyAI. The observation by
default is a 7 × 7 grid. We convert the observation into 7 × 7
text descriptions, e.g. “purple ball”, “grey wall”, “open
door”, and combine them into a long sentence. We then
convert the history actions into text descriptions, e.g. “turn
left” and “go forward”. We combine the language instruction (without modification) with the observation and history
text descriptions, and feed them to the pre-trained LM.
We note that the policy architecture described above does
not strictly require that these encodings take the form of natural language strings—other encodings of the environment
as a sequence also work. We explore several alternative
encoding schemes in Section 7. This framework could be
also generalized to support pixel-based observations using
discretization schemes like the one employed in the Vision
Transformer (Dosovitskiy et al., 2020).
Action prediction. To produce action probabilities, we
pool the outputs of the pre-trained LM and pass this “context feature” through a fully-connected layer as shown in
Figure 2. In training, we maximize the probabilities of the
expert actions. In inference, we select the valid action with
the highest probability.

5. Experiment Setup
We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method on
VirtualHome and BabyAI.
5.1. VirtualHome
We build three test sets that evaluate policies’ ability from
three aspects: (1) performance on in-distribution tasks; (2)
generalization to novel scenes; and (3) generalization to
novel tasks. (See Appendix C for more details.)
In-Distribution. The predicate types and their counts in the
goal are randomly sampled from the same distribution as the
training data. There are 2 ∼ 10 predicates in each task. The
objects are initially placed in the environment according to
common-sense layouts; (e.g. plates appear inside the kitchen
cabinets rather than the bathtub). While goal predicates are
drawn from the same distribution as the training data, the
initial states in the test set are different from the training set.
Novel Scenes. The objects are placed in random positions
in the initial environment without common-sense constraints

(e.g. apples may appear inside the dishwasher). There are
2 ∼ 10 goal predicates in each task.

Novel Tasks. The components of all goal predicates
are never seen together during training (e.g. both plates
and fridge appear in training goals, but Inside(plate,
fridge) only appears in the test set. There are 2 ∼ 8 goal
predicates in each task.

We evaluate the success rates of different methods on each
test set. A given episode is scored as successful if the policy
completes its entire goal within T steps, where T = 70 is
the maximum allowed steps of the environment. On each of
the 3 test subsets, we use 5 different random seeds and test
100 tasks under each seed. Thus there are 1500 examples
used to evaluate each model.
5.1.1. BASELINE M ODELS
We compare the proposed method with a variety of baselines
using different policy architectures.
LM-Text (Ours) is the proposed method that converts all
environments inputs into text descriptions. The pre-trained
LM is fine-tuned for decision-making (conditioned on goals,
observations, and histories) as described in Section 4.2.
Recurrent Network. We compare our method with a recurrent baseline using an LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber,
1997) to encode the history information. The hidden representation from the last time step together with the goal, and
the current observation are used to predict the next action.
MLP and MLP-1. We perform additional comparisons
with baselines that do not use the recurrent network and
pre-trained language models. MLP and MLP-1 take the
goal, history actions, and the current observation as input
and send them to the multilayer perceptron neural network
(MLP) to predict actions. MLP-1 has three more averagepooling layers than MLP that average the features of tokens
in the goal, history actions, and the current observation,
respectively, before sending them to the MLP layer.
5.2. BabyAI
BabyAI contains programmatically generated natural language instructions, e.g. “put the green ball next to the box on
your left” and requires the agent to navigate the world and
move objects to target locations. BabyAI provides demos
for 19 tasks. In our experiments, we compare the proposed
method with baselines on four representative tasks: GoToRedBall, GoToLocal, PickupLoc, and PutNextLocal. In
BabyAI, performing well on the test set requires the model
to generalize to new environment layouts and goals, resulting in new combinations of tasks not seen in training.
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Figure 3. Comparisons of the proposed method and baselines
on different testing subsets on VirtualHome. MLP-1, MLP,
and LSTM are baselines without using the pre-trained LM. The
proposed method, LM-Text (Ours), outperforms all baselines.

6. Experiments: LMs as Policy Initializers
6.1. VirtualHome
Each model is trained on 20K demos from the VirtualHomeImitation Learning dataset, and then evaluated on the three
test subsets described in Section 5.1: In-Distribution,
Novel Scenes, and Novel Tasks. The results are shown
in Figure 3. We find that LM-Text (Ours), which initializes
the policy with a pre-trained language model, has higher
success rates than the baseline models.
This difference is most pronounced in the Novel Tasks setting, where test tasks require combinatorial generalization
across goals that are never seen during training. Here, LMText (Ours) dramatically (43.6%) improves upon all baseline models. Such combinatorial generalization is necessary
to construct general purpose agents, but is often difficult
for existing deep learning approaches. Our results suggest
that pre-trained LMs can serve as a computational backbone
for combinatorial generalization. We analyze the source of
such combinatorial generalization in Section 7.
6.2. BabyAI
In Table 1, we compare the results of the proposed method
and baselines. We use the standard training and test data provided by (Hui et al., 2020). (Hui et al., 2020) is the method
used in the original paper. LM-Text (Ours) is the proposed
method that converts policy inputs into a text sequence. In
BabyAI, performing well on the unseen test tasks with new
environment layouts and goals requires approaches that have
combinatorial reasoning capabilities.
We report the success rate given different number of training
demos in Table 1. Given enough training data, i.e. 5K and
10K demos, both (Hui et al., 2020) and LM-Text (Ours)
achieve high success rates on four tasks, but LM-Text (Ours)
outperforms (Hui et al., 2020) given fewer training data. For
example, LM-Text (Ours) is 12.9% higher than (Hui et al.,
2020) on the GoToRedBall task given 100 training demos,
indicating the proposed method can generalize well to novel
language tasks using fewer training data.

Table 1. Success rates of the proposed method vs. baseline on
four BabyAI tasks. LM-Text (Ours) outperforms (Hui et al.,
2020), the method used in the original paper.

7. Analysis: Understanding the Sources of
Generalization
LM-Text (Ours) exhibits effective combinatorial generalization to novel tasks in VirtualHome and BabyAI. Is this simply because, as past work has observed, LMs are effective
models of relations between natural language descriptions
of states and actions (Ammanabrolu & Riedl, 2018; Li et al.,
2021), or because they provide a more general framework
for combinatorial generalization in decision-making? In this
part, we selectively ablate various components of the model
described above to understand the sources of its success.
7.1. Input Encoding Scheme
We first explore the role of natural language in these results
by investigating three alternative ways of encoding policy
inputs to our model architecture without using natural language strings: two in VirtualHome, and one in BabyAI.
Index encoding in VirtualHome. Different from LM-Text
(Ours) that convert policy inputs into natural language
strings, LM-Index (Ours) converts policy inputs into indexes.
LM-Index (Ours) retains the discrete, serial format of the
goal, history, and observation representation, but replaces
each word with an index, and the embedding layer from the
pre-trained language model with a new embedding layer
trained from scratch. For example, grab apple is mapped
to “5 3” based on the positions of grab and apple in the
vocabulary set.
Unnatural string encoding in VirtualHome.
LMUnnatural (Ours) replaces the natural language tokens
(e.g. converting the goal “On(fork, table):1” as put
one fork on the table) with random ones (e.g. converting
On(fork, table) as brought wise character trees fine
yet). This is done by randomly permuting the entire vocabulary, mapping each token to a new token. Such a permutation
breaks the semantic information in natural strings.
LM-Index (Ours) and LM-Unnatural (Ours) have the same
policy network as LM-Text (Ours). All of them are fine-
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Number of Demos

LM-Text (Ours)
LM-Index (Ours)
LM-Unnatural (Ours)

100

500

1K

5K

10K

20K

8.8
6.4
6.8

22.2
18.0
18.6

26.8
18.8
27.0

46.0
45.5
47.2

58.2
54.6
55.8

58.2
57.8
58.8

Table 2. Success rates of policies trained with different input
encodings in the Novel Tasks setting of VirtualHome. The text
encoding is most sample-efficient, but all models converge to
similar performance given sufficient training data.
Tasks

Methods

Number of Demos
100

500

1K

5K

10K

LM-Text (Ours) 93.9 99.4 99.7 100.0 100.0
GoToRedBall
LM-Conv (Ours) 92.5 98.8 100.0 100.0 100.0
GoToLocal

LM-Text (Ours) 64.6 97.9
LM-Conv (Ours) 69.5 86.0

99.0
98.2

99.5
99.9

99.5
99.9

PickupLoc

LM-Text (Ours) 28.7 73.4
LM-Conv (Ours) 25.0 58.8

99.0
95.1

99.6
99.6

99.8
100.0

PutNextLocal

LM-Text (Ours) 11.1 93.0
LM-Conv (Ours) 17.9 53.6

93.2
91.3

98.9
97.7

99.9
99.5

Table 3. Success rate of policies trained with text encoding vs.
convolutional encoding in BabyAI. The text encoding is more
sample-efficient, but both models converge to near perfect performance given sufficient training data.

tuned on our expert data. Each of them is trained on different numbers of demos. The averaged results using 5
different random seeds on the Novel Tasks setting are reported in Table 2. Given few training data, e.g. 100 demos,
all the models perform poorly, with success rates lower
than 10%. LM-Text (Ours) achieves higher success rates
than LM-Index (Ours) and LM-Unnatural (Ours) when the
training data is increased, e.g. LM-Text (Ours) is around
4% higher than LM-Index (Ours) and LM-Unnatural (Ours)
when there are 500 training demos. However, when the
training dataset is further enlarged, e.g. 20K demos, success
rates of all approaches reach similar performance. Such a
result indicates that the effectiveness of pre-trained LMs in
compositional generalization stems is not unique to natural
language strings, but can be leveraged from arbitrary encodings, although adapting the model to arbitrary encodings
may require more training data.
Convolutional encoding in BabyAI. We test a new model,
LM-Conv (Ours), that converts environment inputs into
convolutional embeddings. We pass the 7 × 7 × 3 grid observation in BabyAI to convolutional layers and obtain a
7 × 7 × d feature map, where d is the feature dimension.
We flatten the feature map and get a sequence of features to
describe the observation. The rest parts are the same as LMText (Ours). Table 3 shows the results of policies using the
text encoding and convolutional encoding. LM-Text (Ours)
and LM-Conv (Ours) have similar results given enough train-

LM-Text (Ours)
No-Seq

Success Rate

Methods

No-Pretrain
No-FineTune

75
50
25
0

In-Distribution

Novel Tasks

Figure 4. Experiments on sequential representation and parameter pre-training. ML-Text (Ours) refines a pre-trained LM
while No-Pretrain learns it from scratch. No-FineTune freezes
the pre-trained weights. No-Seq uses non-sequential inputs. Finetuning the pre-trained weights and the usage of sequential encoding
are important for combinatorial generalization.

ing data, but LM-Text (Ours) is slightly better when there
are fewer training data. This conclusion is coincident with
the results on VirtualHome.
Different input encoding schemes have only a negligible
impact on model performance: the effectiveness of pretraining is not limited to utilizing natural strings, but in fact
extends to arbitrary sequential encodings.
7.2. Sequential Representation
We want to further investigate whether the LM pre-trained
policy will still be effective when the input encoding is not
sequential. We thus compare the proposed method with a
baseline, No-Seq, that uses the non-sequential inputs. NoSeq uses three features to represent the goal, history, and
observation, respectively. It encodes the goal as a single
vector by averaging the features of all goal embeddings. The
history and observation features are obtained in the same
way. All the features are then sent to the pre-trained LM
to predict actions. As shown in Figure 4, removing the sequential structure significantly hurts the performance on the
Novel Tasks setting. No-Seq can achieve good performance
on test tasks that are closer to training tasks, but cannot
generalize well to more challenging unseen tasks. Thus to
enable the combinatorial generalization of pre-trained LMs,
it is important to convert environment inputs into sequential
embeddings.
7.3. Parameter Pre-training
Finally, we verify whether the pre-trained LM weights contribute to the effective generalization of the proposed model.
We first compare the proposed model with a baseline model,
No-Pretrain, that does not initialize the policy using the
pre-trained LM, but instead training the policy on our expert data from scratch. In Figure 4, we find that removing
the pre-trained weights can fit the in-domain data and thus
performs well on the In-Distribution setting. However, its
success rate is 11.2% lower than the proposed model on the

Novel Tasks

In-Distribution
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Walk to Livingroom

Walk to Pancake

Grab Pancake

Walk to Kitchen

Put Pancake
inside the Stove

Open Stove

Close Stove

Switch on Stove

Walk to Fridge

Open Fridge

Put Cutlery Fork
inside the Fridge

Froward

Right

Pickup

Goal: Inside (pancake, stove): 1; Close (stove); SwitchOn (stove)

Walk to Dishwasher

Open Dishwasher

Walk to
Kitchen Cabinet

Open Kitchen
Cabinet

Grab Cutlery Fork

Right

Froward

Right

PickupLoc

Start

Goal: go to the grey key

Grab Cutlets

Open Fridge

Put Cutlets inside
the Fridge

Froward

Goal: pick up the purple key on your right

Walk to Bedroom

Goal: Inside (salmon, fridge): 1; Inside (sundae, fridge)

Policy Error

Grounding Error

GoToLocal

Goal: Inside (cutlery fork, fridge): 1

Walk to Stove

Open Stove

Walk to Bedroom

Walk to Cabinet

Goal: Inside (chicken, oven): 1; Close (oven); TurnON (oven)

Figure 5. Qualitative results of our model. We show two examples of successes in VirtualHome, two examples of successes in BabyAI,
and two failure cases caused by the grounding error and policy error. We only show a sub-trajectory in each example and omit most
exploration actions to save space. The interacted objects are labelled by green bounding boxes.

Novel Tasks setting, indicating the pre-trained weights are
important for effective generalization.
We further test a baseline, No-FineTune, that keeps the
pre-trained weights of the language model but freezes them
while training the rest model on our expert data. Freezing the
pre-trained weights significantly hurts the performance on
both the In-Distribution and Novel Tasks settings, suggesting
that fine-tuning of the transformer weights is essential for
effective combinatorial generalization to novel tasks.
Together, these results suggest that sequential representations (vs. fixed-dimensional feature vectors) and the LM
objective (not just the transformer architecture) are both
important for generalization, however, the input encoding
schemes (e.g. as a natural language string vs. an arbitrary
encoding scheme) has little influence. They point to the
potential broader applicability of pre-trained LMs as a computational backbone for compositional embodied decision
making, where arbitrary inputs, such as language, images,
or grids, may be converted to sequential encodings.

8. Qualitative Results
In Figure 5, we show examples of LM-Text (Ours) completing tasks in VirtualHome and BabyAI. Given a VirtualHome
task described by goal predicates, e.g. Inside(cutlery
fork, fridge):1, the agent first explores the environment until it finds the cutlery fork. Then the agent grabs
the cutlery fork, walks to the fridge, and puts the cutlery

fork inside the fridge. Then the agent moves to the next
subtask until it finishes all the subtasks. In Figure 5, we
show two examples of successes from the In-Distribution
and Novel Tasks settings. We show another two successful
examples from BabyAI on solving the GoToLocal and PickupLoc tasks. We only show short trajectories or extract a
sub-trajectory in each example. Most exploration actions
are omitted for saving space.
Failure case analysis. We observed two main types of failure cases: grounding error and policy error. For failures
caused by the grounding error, the agent interacts with a
wrong object that is not related to the given goal, e.g. the
agent puts cutlets instead of the salmon inside the fridge.
For failures caused by the policy error, the agent cannot
find the target objects or does not interact with them. The
proposed method that converts policy inputs into sequential
encodings and feeds them to the general LM framework
can accomplish decision-making tasks efficiently, however,
there are still challenging tasks that the policy fails to accomplish. Larger LMs, e.g. GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020),
may improve the success rate of those challenging tasks.

9. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose to use LM pre-training as a general framework for decision-making by converting goals
and observations into sequences and sending them to a
policy network initialized with a pre-trained LM. The proposed method enables effective combinatorial generaliza-
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tion across environments with substantially different states,
actions, and goals. We find that sequential representations
and LM pre-training both contribute to the effective generalization while the format of the input encoding has little influence. These results show great promise for pretrained language models as a general-purpose framework in
decision-making tasks.
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Appendix
In this appendix, we first provide more implementation details of the proposed model in Appendix A. We then introduce
the VirtualHome-Imitation Learning dataset in Appendix B. Appendix C lists the goal predicates in different test subsets.
Finally, we visualize the attention weights in language models in Appendix D.

A. More implementation Details of the Proposed Method in VirtualHome
In Appendix A.1, we provide more details of the model architecture used in the main paper Section 4.2. We then introduce
the training detail in Appendix A.2.
A.1. Model architecture details
In the main paper Section 4.2, we introduced the model architecture used for training an interactive policy. Our model
consists of three parts, i.e. inputs, the pre-trained language model, and outputs. We take the goal g, history ht , and the
current partial observation ot as inputs and send them to the LM-pretrained policy. The output action at+1 in VirtualHome
consists of a verb and an object. For brevity, we will omit the time subscript t from now on.
In VirtualHome, the partial observation o of the environment state can be represented as a list of objects in the agent’s view.
We represent each object by its name, e.g. “oven”, a state description, e.g. “open, clean”, and position both in the world and
relative to the agent. In this part, we provide more details of how LM-Text (Ours) encodes the name, state, and position of
each object in the current observation. Figure 6 shows the model architecture we used to encode the observation.
Name encoding. For each object node, we serialize its object name as an English phrase so . We extract its tokens and
features using the tokenizer and the embedding layer of the pre-trained language model, respectively. Since one object
name might generate several English tokens using the tokenizer from the pre-trained language model, e.g. the tokens of
“kitchencabinet” is [15813, 6607, 16212, 500], we take the averaged features of all the tokens in the object name and obtain
a “name” feature fio,name for each object node as shown in Figure 6.
State encoding. Some objects have a state description, e.g. “oven: open, clean”. There are six types of object states in
the training dataset: “clean”, “closed”, “off”, “on”, “open”, and “none”. For each object node, we use a binary vector to
represent its state. Taking the “oven” as an example, if the oven is open and clean, its state vector would be [1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0].
This state vector is then passed through a fully-connected layer to generate a state feature fio,state of object oi .
Position encoding. To encode the position information of each object oi , we take their world coordinates {oi,x , oi,y , oi,z }
and their spatial distance to the agent {ax , ay , az } to generate a position vector [oi,x , oi,y , oi,z , oi,x − ax , oi,y − ay , oi,z − az ].
This position vector is then passed through two fully-connected layers with a ReLU layer in the middle to generate a position
feature fio,position of object oi .
The final feature fio of each object node is obtained by passing the concatenation of its name feature fio,name , state feature
fio,state , and position feature fio,position through a fully-connect layer. The observation at a single step can be written as a set
o
of features {f1o , · · · , fN
}, where N is the number of objects in the current observation o.
A.2. Training details
Our proposed approach and baselines are trained on Tesla 32GB GPUs. We train every single model on 1 Tesla 32GB GPU.
All experiments used the AdamW optimizer with the learning rate of 10−5 . We utilize a standard pre-trained language
model, GPT-2 that is trained on Webtext dataset (Radford et al., 2018), in our experiments by using the Huggingface library
(Wolf et al., 2019).

B. Expert Data Collection in VirtualHome
In this section, we provide more details of collecting expert data in VirtualHome for training the decision-making policies.
We first introduce the VirtualHome environment and then the VirtualHome-Imitation Learning dataset.
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Figure 6. Object encoding. In VirtualHome, the partial observation of the environment state can be represented as a list of objects in the
agent’s view. Each object is represented by a name, a state vector, and position vector. Object name encoding: each object’s name is an
English phrase. We tokenize the phrase, embed the tokens, and average the embeddings. Object state encoding: each object is assigned
one of six states: “clean”, “closed”, “off”, “on”, “open”, or “none”. This state is represented as a 6-dimensional binary vector and passed
through a fully-connected layer. Object position encoding: an object’s position vector is a 6-dimensional vector containing its world
coordinates alongside its displacement to the agent (i.e. the signed difference in their world coordinates). This position vector is passed
through two fully-connected layers. These three features are concatenated and passed through a fully-connected layer to obtain the object
representation.

B.1. VirtualHome
VirtualHome is a 3D realistic environment featuring partial observability, large action spaces, and long time horizons. It
provides a set of realistic 3D homes and objects that can be manipulated to perform household organization tasks.
Goal Space. For each task, we define the goal as a set of predicates and multiplicities. For example, Inside(apple,
fridge):2; Inside(pancake, fridge):1; means “put two apples and one pancake inside the fridge”. In each
task, the initial environment (including initial object locations), the goal predicates, and their orders and multiplicities are
randomly sampled. There are 59 different types of predicates in total. Each predicate can appear in a goal with a multiplicity
between 0 and 3. See Appendix C for the full list of goal predicates.
Observation Space. The observation in VirtualHome by default is a graph describing a list of objects and their relations in
the current partial observation.
Action Space. Agents can navigate in the environment and interact with objects. To interact with an object, the agent
must predict an action name and the index of the interested object, e.g. Open(5) to opening the object with index
(5). The agent can only interact with objects that are in the current observation or execute the navigation actions, such
as Walk(bathroom). For some actions, such as open, the agent must be close to the object. There are also strict
preconditions for actions, e.g. the agent must grab an object before it can put the object on a target position. As a result of
these constraints, the subset of actions available to the agent changes at every timestep.
B.2. VirtualHome-Imitation Learning Dataset
To train the models, we collect a set of expert trajectories in VirtualHome using regression planning (RP) (Korf, 1987). We
follow the implementation of the regression planner used in (Puig et al., 2020). Given a task described by goal predicates,
the planner generates an action sequence to accomplish this task. As shown in Figure 7, the agent has a belief about the
environment, i.e. an imagined distribution of object locations. As the agent explores the environment, its belief of the world
becomes closer to the real world. At every step, the agent updates its belief based on the latest observation (see (Puig et al.,
2020)), finds a new plan using the regression planner, and executes the first action of the plan. If the subtask (described by
the goal predicate) has been finished, the agent will select a new unfinished subtask, otherwise, the agent will keep doing
this subtask until it finishes.
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Similarly to previous work (Shridhar et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2020; Puig et al., 2020), we generate training data using a
planner that has access to privileged information, such as full observation of the environment and information about the
pre-conditions and effects of each action. The planner allows an agent to robustly perform tasks in partially observable
environments and generate expert trajectories for training and evaluation. We generate 20, 000 trajectories for training and
3, 000 trajectories for validation. Each trajectory has a goal, an action sequence, and the corresponding observations after
executing each action.
Goal: INSIDE(plate, dishwasher): 1; ON(plate, table): 1

Selected an unfinished
goal predicate:
INSIDE(plate, dishwasher): 1

Partial observation

Belief graph
Regression planner

Execute the
first action

Put glass
1. walk.plate
2. grab.plate
3. walk.dishwasher

Figure 7. Regression planner. Given a task described by goal predicates, the planner generates an action sequence to accomplish this
task. The agent has a belief about the environment, i.e. an imagined distribution of object locations. As the agent explores the environment,
its belief of the world becomes closer to the real world. At every step, the agent updates its belief based on the latest observation, finds a
new plan using the regression planner, and executes the first action of the plan. If the subtask (described by the goal predicate) has been
finished, the agent will select a new unfinished subtask, otherwise, the agent will keep doing this subtask until finish it.

C. Test subsets
In this section, we provide more details of each test subset. In Table 4, we provide a detailed description of each subset,
including the count of goal predicate types and the number of goal predicates in each task. The In-Distribution setting has
37 goal predicates in total and each task has 2 ∼ 10 goal predicates. The tasks are drawn from the same distribution as the
training tasks. The Novel Scenes setting also has 37 goal predicates and each task has 2 ∼ 10 goal predicates. The objects
are randomly placed in the initial environment. The Novel Tasks setting has 22 goal predicates in total and each task has
2 ∼ 8 goal predicates. The tasks are never seen during training. In Figure 5 and Figure 6, we list the full goal predicates
used in each subset. The goal predicates of a task are randomly sampled from the corresponding predicates pool.

D. Visualization of Attention Weights
To better understand how does LM pre-trained policies make decisions, we visualize the attention weights from the selfattention layers of GPT-2 (Vaswani et al., 2017) in Figure 8 and Figure 9. We show the attention weights from the input to
the output of LM-Text (Ours). The order of tokens in the input and ouput is observation, goal, and history.
Figure 8 illustrates the attention weights of a layer named “Head 3 Layer 2”. We show attention weights on two different
tasks. We find that “Head 3 Layer 2” can capture objects in the goal predicates, such as “wineglass” and “cutleryfork” in the
left figure, and “pancake” and “chicken” in the right figure (the figures are cropped for visualization).
Figure 9 illustrates the attention weights of layers named “Head 1 Layer 2” (left) and “Head 4 Layer 11” (right). Given the
goal predicates, history, and the current observation, “LM (ft)” predicts the next action, i.e. “grab milk”. We find that “Head
1 Layer 2” is able to capture objects in the goal predicates, such as “milk”, “pancake”, and “chicken” while “Head 4 Layer
11” focuses on the interacted object in the predicted action, such as “milk”.
The attention weights from different self-attention layers are significantly different—some self-attention layers assign high
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attention weight to objects in the goal predicates while some layers focus on the interacted object. There are also some
layers that do not have interpretable meanings. The attention weights just provide us an intuition of how does the internal
language model works, more quantified results are reported in the main paper.
Table 4. Summary of test subsets. We show the count of goal predicate types and the number of goal predicates used in each task.
Test Sets

Pred. Types #Pred. Per Task

In-Distribution

37

Novel Scenes

37

Novel Tasks

22

Compared with the training set

2 ∼ 10

Tasks are drawn from the same distribution as training tasks.

2∼8

Tasks are unseen during training.

2 ∼ 10

The objects are randomly placed in the initial environment.

Table 5. Goal predicates used in the In-Distribution and Novel
Scenes settings.
ON(cutleryfork, kitchentable):0 ∼ 3
ON(plate, kitchentable):0 ∼ 3
ON(waterglass, kitchentable):0 ∼ 3
ON(wineglass, kitchentable):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(cutleryfork, dishwasher):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(plate, dishwasher):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(waterglass, dishwasher):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(wineglass, dishwasher):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(cutleryfork, sink):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(plate, sink):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(waterglass, sink):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(wineglass, sink):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(milk, fridge):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(chicken, fridge):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(cupcake, fridge):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(pancake, fridge):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(poundcake, fridge):0 ∼ 3
ON(milk, kitchentable):0 ∼ 3
ON(chicken, kitchentable):0 ∼ 3
ON(cupcake, kitchentable):0 ∼ 3
ON(pancake, kitchentable):0 ∼ 3
ON(poundcake, kitchentable):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(chicken, microwave):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(cupcake, microwave):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(pancake, microwave):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(poundcake, microwave):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(chicken, oven):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(cupcake, oven):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(pancake, oven):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(poundcake, oven):0 ∼ 3
CLOSE(oven):0 ∼ 1
CLOSE(dishwasher):0 ∼ 1
CLOSE(microwave):0 ∼ 1
CLOSE(fridge):0 ∼ 1
TurnON(oven):0 ∼ 1
TurnON(dishwasher):0 ∼ 1
TurnON(microwave):0 ∼ 1

Table 6. Goal predicates used in the Novel Tasks setting.
INSIDE(milk, dishwasher):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(chicken, dishwasher):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(cupcake, dishwasher):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(pancake, dishwasher):0 ∼ 3
ON(milk, sink):0 ∼ 3
ON(chicken, sink):0 ∼ 3
ON(cupcake, sink):0 ∼ 3
ON(pancake, sink):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(cutleryfork, fridge):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(plate, fridge):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(waterglass, fridge):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(wineglass, fridge):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(cutleryfork, microwave):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(plate, microwave):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(waterglass, microwave):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(wineglass, microwave):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(milk, microwave):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(cutleryfork, oven):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(plate, oven):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(waterglass, oven):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(wineglass, oven):0 ∼ 3
INSIDE(milk, oven):0 ∼ 3
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Goal:
INSIDE (cutleryfork, dishwasher): 3
ON (wineglass, sink): 2
INSIDE (waterglass, dishwasher): 1
CLOSE (dishwasher)
TURNON (dishwasher)

Goal:
INSIDE (pancake, microwave): 1
ON (chicken, kitchentable): 2
ON (milk, kitchentable): 1
CLOSE (microwave)
TURNON (microwave)

Figure 8. Attention weights of a layer named “Head 3 Layer 2”. We show attention weights on two different tasks. We find that “Head
3 Layer 2” is able to capture objects in the goal predicates, such as “wineglass” and “cutleryfork” in the left figure, and “pancake” and
“chicken” in the right figure (the figures are cropped for visualization).
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Goal:
INSIDE (pancake, microwave): 1
ON (chicken, kitchentable): 2
ON (milk, kitchentable): 1
CLOSE (microwave)
TURNON (microwave)

Goal:
INSIDE (pancake, microwave): 1
ON (chicken, kitchentable): 2
ON (milk, kitchentable): 1
CLOSE (microwave)
TURNON (microwave)

Action:
[grab] <milk>

Action:
[grab] <milk>

Figure 9. Attention weights of layers named “Head 1 Layer 2” (left) and “Head 4 Layer 11” (right). Given the goal predicates,
history, and the current observation, the policy model predicts the next action, i.e. “grab milk”. We find that “Head 1 Layer 2” can capture
objects in the goal predicates, such as “milk”, “pancake”, and “chicken” while “Head 4 Layer 11” focuses on the interacted object in the
predicted action, such as “milk”.

